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ABSTRACT: Adaptive applications seem to be the only realistic answer to the increasing
diversity and decentralisation in networks. In order to accommodate fluctuations in
network conditions, adaptive applications need to obtain information about resource
availability. Using mobile agent technology applied to active networks, new models for
adaptive applications can be envisaged. In this article we review the state of the art in
agent and active network techniques for adaptive applications, and describe our work on
an agent model for trading resources inside an active network node. We apply the model to
the case of an audio mixing application. Our simulation results indicate that the model
allows the application to make efficient use of the available resources, and to share
resources according to user preferences.
RÉSUMÉ: Les applications adaptatives semblent être la seule réponse réaliste à la diversité
et à la décentralisation toujours croissante dans les réseaux. Afin de pouvoir s’adapter à
des fluctuations dans les conditions du réseau, les applications adaptatives ont besoin
d’information sur la disponibilité des ressources dans le réseau. En appliquant la
technologie des agents mobiles aux réseaux actifs, de nouveaux modèles pour les
applications adaptatives peuvent être envisagés. Dans cet article nous révisons l’état de
l’art des techniques basées sur les agents et les réseaux actifs pour les applications
adaptatives, et nous décrivons notre modèle basé sur des agents pour échanger des
ressources dans un noeud actif. Nous avons appliqué le modèle à une application de
mixage audio. Nos résultats de simulations indiquent que le modèle permet à l’application
de faire un usage efficace des ressources, et de partager les ressources selon les
préférences des utilisateurs.
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1. Introduction
In the context of an increasingly decentralised and heterogeneous network such
as the Internet today, it is very difficult for the applications to know how much
quality they can really expect. A lot of research effort has been dedicated to
techniques to offer QoS guarantees, but these techniques are only effective when
deployed in all the nodes concerned by a communication, or at least in all the
nodes where resource shortage may occur. However, it is very difficult to achieve
global agreements such that these techniques can be deployed. They are feasible in
a private enterprise network, ISP or isolated operator, but not at the global scale.
Therefore the only realistic answer seems to be to rely on applications that are able
to adapt to a wide range of network conditions in a dynamic way, and in particular
to the amount of resources available when these resources cannot be reserved in
advance.
An adaptive application must be able to make optimal use of the available
resources, and be able to adapt itself to fluctuations in resource availability. But
this kind of application faces the difficulty to obtain enough information about the
network conditions, due to the Internet black!box model.
Clearly the use of more intelligent network elements in the network can allow
applications to obtain the feedback they need to perform the adaptation functions
more easily. Recently router support has been considered to assist adaptive
applications to achieve better performance. But then the same question arises, how
to add new functionality inside the network nodes without going through a long
standardisation process and without having to face the difficulties of global scale
deployment.
Mobile agents and active networks can become useful tools to help in the
adaptation process, since it becomes possible to inject customised computations at
optimal points in the network, and the deployment problem can be easily solved
using dynamic code mobility. In the long run this can lead to self!configurable,
auto!adaptive network elements that are intelligent enough to "learn" the protocols
they need to use at a given moment, according to the devices available, services
offered, operator policies, user demand, etc.
A special class of adaptation mechanisms is the so!called market!based
control [CLE 96], for which a considerable amount of research results are
available mainly in the agents field. It provides algorithms inspired by
optimisation and economy theories for distributed control of resource usage, with
many applications to computer and telecommunication networks. The benefit of
such mechanisms is two!fold: on one side, optimal resource sharing configurations
can be achieved in a decentralised way; on the other side, it becomes easier to
quantify heterogeneity in terms of resource availability, to offer the users the
opportunity to trade one type of resource for another.
However, relatively few results have been shown which directly apply such
artificial economy models to the specifics of active networks, with special
attention to highly adaptive applications. We address this issue in this article by
providing a simple model which allows the active applications to make decisions
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about the amount of resources to use, according to the network conditions found in
the active nodes. Using such a model, an audio mixer is developed as an instance
of adaptive active network application, which is able to trade bandwidth for
memory according to the available prices of each resource. 
The article is organised as follows: in Section 2 we review the state of the art in
agent and active network techniques for adaptive applications. Section 3 presents
our model to trade resources inside an active node. Section 4 applies the model to
the case of an audio mixing application. Section 5 shows simulation results for the
audio application, and Section 6 concludes the article.
2. Background
In this section we give a survey of the current research directions concerning
agent and active network techniques applied to adaptive applications. We start
with an overview of current techniques used in network and transport level
adaptation protocols, and then discuss the potential of mobile agents and active
networks for such applications, with a survey of current proposals in this area.
After that we review market!based control research applied to resource sharing in
computer and telecommunication networks. The use of such techniques in the
active network context is the focus of our work.
2.1 Adaptive Applications
Adaptive applications can tolerate fluctuations in resource availability, and are
necessary in a heterogeneous environment such as the Internet today, where
different network technologies and user terminals are interconnected together, and
over which a multitude of services coexist. In the case of multimedia applications,
a good survey can be found in [VAN 00].
The adaptation mechanisms can be implemented at several layers of the
protocol stack, ranging from pure application layer techniques to network level
protocols. For example, we can adapt to the available bandwidth using elastic
traffic that reduces the data rate generated in presence of network congestion.
Fluctuations in delay can be dealt with by using elastic buffers to adjust the play!
out time. To deal with CPU and memory bottlenecks, some interaction with the
operating system is necessary (see Section 5 of [VAN 00] for examples). Our focus
in this paper is on network and transport level mechanisms for adaptation. At this
level, the classical approaches are typically end!to!end based and adapt to the
available network bandwidth (congestion control). The best known example is the
TCP protocol, which adjusts its window size in response to the current level of
congestion. Since TCP is so widespread today, but does not support the emerging
multimedia applications, a lot of research is in progress in order to obtain TCP!
friendly protocols for real!time and streaming applications, for unicast as well as
multicast traffic [FLO 00] [KHA 00].
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It is well known that classical end!to!end approaches often present drawbacks
such as annoying quality fluctuations, sub!optimal resource utilisation and
sharing, and slow convergence. Part of these problems come from the fact that the
applications try to adapt in a blind way, without having enough information about
the network conditions, since the Internet uses a black!box model, which hides all
information from the end  hosts.
Recently some router support has been considered to assist adaptive
applications to achieve better performance, e.g. [GOP 00]. However, how to have
such schemes widely accepted and deployed is still a question mark.
We believe that code mobility as provided by mobile agents and active
networks is the only generic solution to allow adaptive software to be
incrementally deployed and evolve through usage experience. In Section 2.2 we
give a brief introduction to the active network concepts used throughout the article,
and in Section 2.3 we discuss the relationship between mobile agents and active
networks. In Section 2.4 we review the current research efforts towards adaptation
protocols that can benefit from code mobility.
2.2 Active Networks
Active networks (AN) allow the network managers or users to program the
network nodes according to their needs, offering a great amount of flexibility. The
nodes of an active network [TEN 97] are capable not only of forwarding packets as
usual but also of loading and executing mobile code. The code can be transported
out!of!band, within specialised signalling channels (programmable networks) or
in!band, within special packets called "capsules" (active networks). Capsules
might contain the code itself (such as in [HIC 99]) or a reference to it, such that it
can be downloaded when the first capsule containing the reference arrives at a
given node (such as in [WET 98]).
If the distinction between active and programmable networks seemed at some
point in time clear [TEN 97] [CHE 98], the tendency today seems to be towards an
integration of the two concepts [ALE 99], since both are forms of achieving open
programmability in networks [CAM 99], and special flavours in between or
combining both approaches are also possible [ALE 99] [HJA 00]. In this paper we
focus on the capsule model in order to be more generic and avoid programmability
restrictions.
There are basically two AN architectural lines, derived from the two original
communities on out!of!band and in!band programmability. The first one is the
IEEE P1520 reference model [DEN 99], which offers a set of standard interfaces to
program IP routers, ATM switches and other network devices. The P1520 model is
the first standardisation effort towards open network programming interfaces, and
is likely to be one of the first AN interfaces to become commercially available.
The second architectural line is the framework for an active node architecture
[CAL 99] which is being proposed within the DARPA AN research community. It
includes a supporting operating system (the NodeOS), one or more execution
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environments (EE), and the active applications (AA). These components are
outlined in Figure 1. The NodeOS is responsible for managing local resources such
as CPU processing time, link bandwidth and memory storage. On top of the
NodeOS, a number of EEs can be installed. On top of each EE, various AAs can be
dynamically loaded and executed. The EE is responsible for controlling the access
from the AAs to local resources, and limiting resource usage depending on
specified policies.
Figure 1. Main components of the DARPA AN architecture.
The NodeOS plays a crucial role in providing access to local node resources, as
well as information about resource availability. A NodeOS API is currently being
defined [PET 00]. At the moment this API treats four types of resources:
computation, memory, communication, and persistent storage. The communication
resource is handled through the channel abstraction, which when ready should
include QoS support, as well as access to link information such as bandwidth,
queue length, and other properties and statistics.
2.3 Mobile Agents and Active Networks
Mobile agents are autonomous pieces of mobile code that travel through the
network acting on behalf of their owners. There is a vast amount of literature on
the subject, applied to several areas such as manufacturing, e!commerce, network
management [HAY 99a] [PAP 00].
The intersection between mobile agent technology and active network
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seen as subclasses of mobile agents, specialised for network!related operations.
The similarity between active networking and mobile agent concepts is briefly
discussed in [HAY 99b] [BRE 99].
Actually, we can consider that the pioneer AN platform actually came from a
mobile agent framework: the MØ platform [TSC 93]. MØ is based on the concept
of messengers as mobile computational entities that are able to perform any
network service. In [TSC 93] it is shown that any protocol based on the classical
PDU paradigm ! which is the case of basically all the network protocols in
operation so far ! can be implemented using the messengers paradigm. On the
other hand, it is also pointed out that not all the protocols that can be implemented
with messengers can be implemented using simple PDUs. The typical case is the
one of protocols that are able to evolve their own code on the fly. The author
called such protocols "genetic protocols" but admitted to be unable to come up
with concrete examples where such protocols would really be necessary in
practice. Since then, the search for such protocols still persist in the AN and
mobile agent worlds [BOL 00].
If conceptually the border line between mobile agents and AN capsules or
messengers is blur, in practice many differences subsist between the two
approaches. Mobile agents concentrate mainly on application!level or network
management duties, and can typically accomplish much more complex tasks, with
richer functionality, than what is generally allowed to capsules or even to out!of!
band active code. Moreover, while capsules can be designed to be autonomous and
mobile, downloadable modules for programmable networking are typically like
plug!ins, and have no autonomy nor mobility once they are installed at the target
network element. The architectures for mobile agent platforms and active network
platforms differ in the kind of support for code mobility that is offered. Mobile
agent platforms tend to concentrate on application level or network value added
services, while active network platforms are optimised for transport rather than
processing of information.
It is interesting to note that the simplicity of AN platforms compared to agent
platforms may enlarge their applicability beyond the network domain they were
initially designed for. An example of that can be found in [RUM 00], where the
concept of "active network calls" is introduced, which uses AN capsules to support
distributed computations. The authors report that efficiency was the reason for the
choice of AN capsules instead of mobile agents.
On the other hand, mobile agents can also be used as enabling platform for
active networks as pointed out in [BRE 99] [SUG 99]. In this case, instead of the
usual plug!ins, it is possible to benefit from full mobile agent functionality in an
AN environment.
Finally, it is important to remember that both mobile agent and AN
technologies face the same challenges which are mainly security, performance,
resource management and interoperability.
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2.4 Resource Management
One of the main difficulties encountered in classical adaptation approaches is
how to obtain the required information about resource availability, mainly when
this information is hidden in a black box network and has to be inferred using only
some indirect indications that are observed at the end systems. Using code
mobility as provided by mobile agents and active networks, new models for
adaptive applications could be envisaged, which can benefit from the possibility to
send capsules or agents to certain elements inside the network. These agents can be
in charge of collecting information about network conditions, without having to
rely on indirect indications or on heavy signalling protocols. Indeed, the idea of
sending small pieces of code directly to where the data needs to be treated, instead
of exchanging a large amount of data, is one of the main motivations of mobile
agent technology, and it can also be applied to mobile code in the case of active
networks.
Actually many adaptation mechanisms come from the world of mobile agents.
In [JUN 00] an adaptive QoS scheme for MPEG client!server video applications is
described. It is based on intelligent agents that reserve network bandwidth and
local CPU cycles, and adjust the video stream appropriately. Many agent!based
adaptation schemes use artificial market mechanisms [CLE 96]. In [YAM 96] a
market model to allocate QoS is applied to a conferencing tool targeted at casual
meetings where sudden variations in bandwidth availability require an adaptive
QoS control strategy. In [TSC 97] an open resource allocation scheme based on
market models is applied to the case of memory allocation for mobile code. [GIB
99] describes a market!based mechanism to set up circuit switching paths with
resource reservation. In [BRE 00] the problem of budget planning for mobile
agents is addressed, such that they can successfully complete their tasks given their
limited budget constraints.
In the domain of end!to!end congestion control in networks, optimisation
schemes (see [LOW 99] for an overview) are receiving a lot of attention recently.
The algorithms derived from such studies also use a price measure to indicate the
level of congestion, and utility functions to quantify users’ share of bandwidth.
They are therefore closely related to artificial economy systems, but they are
restricted to the specific case where bandwidth is the only scarce resource.
Active networks can more easily benefit from the various adaptation
mechanisms described, when compared to classical networks, since their code can
be dynamically deployed. However, most of the current AN architectures still offer
little support for such mechanisms to be implemented in a straightforward manner.
For example, ANTS capsules carry a resource limit field that is decremented for
the consumption of resources [WET 98]. When it reaches zero the capsule is
discarded. However, no mechanisms are specified to manage this field, or to
quantify the amount to be decremented.
This situation is rapidly changing though. Recently, [ANA 00] presented a very
promising market!based resource management infrastructure for active networks.
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It includes a distributed trust!management system which ensures that the market!
based policies can be properly enforced in a scalable way.
Another step towards market!based models for AN is the cost model proposed
in [NAJ 00], which expresses the trade!off between different types of resources in
a quantitative way. However, the recursive approach adopted makes its use more
appropriate in the context of reservation!based applications, instead of highly
adaptive ones.
A crucial issue for resource management in active networks is the support for
incremental deployment. The success of active networks, protocols and services
will depend on their ability to complement and interoperate with existing networks
in a transparent way, such that active nodes and active functionality can be
incrementally deployed. In a hybrid network where only a few nodes might be
active, it is important to be able to estimate the resource availability outside an
active node. In [SIV 00] an equivalent link abstraction is proposed as part of the
Protean architecture. Using this abstraction, it is possible to consider a set of non!
active nodes as a single link from the point of view of the active nodes involved.
Such a virtual link presents changing properties which must be discovered in real!
time, such as average rate, delay and packet loss probability. The use of this type
of abstraction in the context of artificial market models, as well as its extension to
multi!access links, to the case of asymmetric and/or changing routes, etc., are still
open issues.
3. Resource Trading Model
In previous work [YAM 00a] we proposed a model for trading resources inside
an active node, and applied it to an audio application. This paper is an extended,
corrected and updated version of that work. The model was derived from our
earlier work on a layered multicast protocol [YAM 00b], therefore it is not a mere
abstract proposal but is motivated by concrete application needs.
Our model aims at offering a generic communication abstraction between
active network agents, such that different adaptive applications and different
resource management policies can be implemented. We are mainly concerned with
adaptation to available resources when resources cannot be reserved in advance,
either because the router itself does not support reservations, or because the
network is heterogeneous and some of the routers along the path offer no QoS
support.
In the model, two types of agents communicate to seek an equilibrium. Each
agent tries to optimise its own benefits: on one side resource manager agents have
the goal of maximising resource usage while maintaining a good performance
level. On the other side, user agents try to obtain a better quality/price relation for
the resources consumed, and to efficiently manage their own budgets avoiding
waste. Both types of agents are implemented as AAs with different privileges, and
they communicate such that the resource managers can "sell" resources to the user
agents at a price that varies as a function of the demand for the resource.
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A currency is introduced into the system to allow for trading of different
resource types. This is the basic requirement for artificial economy models such as
[BRE 00] [FER 96] [TSC 97] to develop in active nodes, and is also an essential
feedback parameter for most algorithms based on optimisation (e.g. [LOW 99]).
The idea is to enable auto!configurable applications and resource managers,
such that the code from both types of agents can be dynamically loaded, in order to
make them evolve to adapt to new conditions. Figure 2 shows the model as it
could be implemented over the DARPA AN architecture. The main
implementation difficulty at the moment seems to be the definition of interfaces to
local information concerning resource availability, which need to be exported to
the active applications. In this matter, we can learn from the mobile agents field in
order to model the interactions between resource manager agents and user agents.
Software agent communication paradigms such as Agent Communication
Languages can be helpful, but still need to be specialised to the AN context.
Figure 2. Resource managers and active applications. Hypothetic placement over
the DARPA AN architecture
Such a model is per se not entirely new, and is in fact a mere simplification of
existing artificial economy models which have been mainly applied to the agents
domain. For example, the scheme in [GIB 99] is similar to ours, although more
complex. The main difference with respect to our model is that we try to adapt it to
the specifics of adaptive applications over active networks (no resource
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The AN market!based infrastructure proposed in [ANA 00] allows the trading
of resources between producing agents and consuming agents, which can be
mediated by service broker agents. The currency used takes the form of a resource
access right. This architecture also bears many similarities with our model. The
main difference is that we focus on AAs that can trade resources, while [ANA 00]
focuses on the underlying architecture and security mechanisms to support such
AAs. Our research efforts are therefore complementary, and we plan to implement
our ideas over the platform developed by [ANA 00].
3.1 Resource Manager Agents
Resource managers export resource prices which are a function of the resource
utilisation. The utilisation is related to the load, and to the demand for a resource.
The function or algorithm used to calculate prices can be shaped to implement
desired policies, such as to achieve high utilisation, but also to offer good quality
to the users. Resource managers may contain dynamic and/or static code. Some
lower level functions which are especially time!critical might be implemented
using static code (or even in hardware) while the mobile part would be used to
implement more complex policies and to select from a set of pre!existent lower
level functions. It is necessary to have the possibility to use dynamic code in order
to be able to improve strategies, that is, make them evolve over time, in an active
network. Here is one of the places where the alliance between AN and mobile
agents can become a must: resource managers can be deployed using mobile
agents that are sent by the network manager in order to install new policies.
Classical mobile agents for network management can be used for this purpose.
Resource managers are implemented as AAs injected by the network provider,
which are executed with network administrator’s privileges. There is one class of
resource manager for each type of resource concerned. The most relevant classes
are: link managers, CPU managers, and memory managers. We will give some
more attention to link managers, since they play a crucial role in network
congestion control.
Link manager agents also allow abstractions to be made which enable the user
applications to adapt to a wide variety of environments in a transparent way. By
exporting prices instead of the link internal state information directly, it is possible
to hide the specific details of link characteristics while at the same time offering a
proper congestion indication to adaptive applications. For example, the price
function for a classical point!to!point link would be different from that of a
multiple access link, where the local interface load is not a good indication of the
actual link utilisation. 
An important feature of the link manager price abstraction is that it allows the
active applications to deal with non!active nodes in a transparent way. For
example, a link manager that implements the equivalent link abstraction [SIV 00]
could export a price which would be a function of the estimated average rate,
average delay and packet loss probability, which are changing properties in the
case of an Internet virtual link. As discussed earlier, this type of abstraction is
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crucial for the success of active networks, since the deployment of active nodes
will depend on their ability to complement and interwork with existing
technologies.
A lot of research is still to be done on how to adjust prices in artificial agent!
based economies. An interesting analysis can be found in [MIZ 99]. For this
paper, however, this will not be our focus. We will rather concentrate on the user
side, assuming that the resource manager agents in the active nodes are able to
implement suitable pricing algorithms.
3.2 Capsules as Reactive User Agents
The second type of agents in the model are the active packets themselves,
modelled as simple reactive mobile agents. Actually capsules can be regarded as a
specialised subclass of mobile agents. They travel to network nodes where they
decide when to continue or stop the trip (e.g. stop due to congestion), when to fork
new capsules (e.g. in a multicast branch), and which amount of resources to use at
each node in order to complete their (generally simplified) tasks.
Capsules have the properties of autonomy and mobility, but need to be simple
enough to be executed at the network layer, where performance is often critical.
They need to take fast decisions using little data and reasoning, therefore they
must be extremely reactive. They can therefore be classified in the reactive agents
category. This does not exclude from the model the possibility of using more
intelligent mobile agents, jointly with capsules. However, in this paper we focus
only on capsules.
Capsules generally represent the user interests, with the goal of attaining the
best possible quality at the lowest possible cost. This means that a capsule must be
able to make rational decisions on how to spend its limited budget, after consulting
resource manager agents for information about the prices of the various resources
needed.
Capsules carry a budget that allows them to afford resources in the active
nodes, as the resource limit field in ANTS [WET 98]. It looks like a TTL (Time!
To!Live) field which is decremented by a number of units for the consumption of
a certain amount of resources. When it reaches zero the capsule is discarded. As
explained in [WET 98], the budget field must be protected such that the capsules
themselves cannot modify it. Again, since capsules are reactive agents, the
transactions must be kept simple enough. Instead of the auction mechanisms
frequently used by agents [CLE 96], the capsules will most of the time either
accept or refuse to pay a given price. Refusing might imply that the capsule simply
disappears from the system, because it does not have enough budget to proceed its
journey to its destination. Again, we do not preclude the usage of more complex
mechanisms implemented by intelligent mobile agents. These agents can also
have access to the resource manager interfaces, therefore they can also benefit
from the model, however they are not our focus as pointed out earlier in this
section.
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At the end systems (hosts) conventional programs or intelligent agents can be
used to spawn capsules. Since these hosts can dedicate significant amount of
resources to information processing, sophisticated strategies can be used to decide
which capsules to spawn and when, and how much of the total user’s income can
be assigned to each capsule (planning). These tasks are then not delegated to the
capsules themselves, but can be delegated to more generic mobile agents such as
the ones described in [BRE 00].
Here we face the problem of how the budget should be distributed between
capsules for one user, and among different users, and also of how to make
purchase decisions according to budget constraints.  This can be done with the help
of utility functions, which quantify the level of user satisfaction for receiving a
certain amount of a good, or more generally a combination of goods (market
basket) [PIN 98].
According to economics, a typical behaviour of a rational consumer agent is to
try to maximise its utility subject to the budget constraints given by its limited
income.
For an example where only two goods are involved, the user optimisation
problem is then typically expressed as:
Maximise U(x,y)
subject to: p x⋅x" py⋅y = I
where U(x,y) is the utility function, x and y are the quantities of two goods in
their respective units, px is the price per unit of x, py is the price per unit of y, and I
is the user’s income.
Such a maximisation process will lead to an equilibrium if the utility function
satisfies some properties such as being strictly concave increasing, i.e. the increase
in satisfaction is smaller the more items of one good are consumed. The increase in
satisfaction that a user obtains from consuming one more item of a given good is
called the marginal utility. Within the rational consumer assumption, the marginal
utility is a decreasing function of the number of items of a given good. This is
called the diminishing marginal utility assumption, and it is directly related to the
demand function of a given user for a given good. It means that the more one has
from something, the less it is willing to pay to obtain more of it.
A typical utility function is the Cobb!Douglas utility function, given by:
U x,y = a⋅log x " 1#a ⋅log y
where 0≤a≤1 is a constant which represents the importance the user
assigns to x with respect to y.
Applying the method of Lagrange multipliers, the solution of the user
optimisation problem with the Cobb!Douglas utility function is given by [PIN 98]:
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The functions x(px) and y(py) are the demand functions for goods x and y given
their current prices per unit px and py respectively. With demand functions shaped
like these, it is possible to chose the quantity of a given resource to consume in
order to maximise user satisfaction, given the current price for the resource and the
agent’s income. Since the price information for each type of resource is available
in the active nodes, it is possible for an agent to calculate the amount of resources
it can consume at each node, given only an upper bound on the budget per hop it
has planned to spend. In the case of capsules, the planning decisions to calculate
this upper bound could be performed either at the hosts or by more intelligent
mobile agents that would be sent to the active nodes less frequently than capsules.
The techniques for such planning are out of scope of this article, and the interested
reader can refer to [BRE 00] for more information.
The same reasoning can be easily generalised to an arbitrary number of
resources [FER 96]. However, for the purpose of our study this will be sufficient,
since we will restrict ourselves to link and memory resources.
Another important characteristic of the Cobb!Douglas function is that it allows
us to easily quantify the preferences of different consumers towards one good. For
example, given two user agents u1 and u2 with the same income I, if agent u1 has
the weight a1 on its utility function for good x, and agent u2 has weight
a2=n⋅a1 for the same good, we have:
x1 p x =
a1⋅I
p x






= n⋅x 1 p x
Thus for a given price px we have:
a2=n⋅a1%x2=n⋅x 1
It means that if we know that agent u2 values resource x twice as much as agent
u1, then when faced with the same price, u2 will get twice as much of x as u1. This
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is an interesting tool for computer network applications, since it provides a
quantitative way to provide service differentiation according to the preferences of
users. This capability is already known from literature, e.g. [LOW 99] [FER 96].
For example, when trading bandwidth for memory storage, a time!constrained
application such as an audio!conference will certainly prefer bandwidth to storage
if prices are the same, while a bulk transfer application would probably prefer to
store as much information as possible when the links are congested, in order to
avoid losses and retransmissions.
In real world economies it is difficult to quantify utilities, but in artificial
economies this might be less difficult. Without having to relate artificial currencies
to real ones, we could imagine that the maximum budget per unit of time is
controlled by a policy server from the network provider that the user is subscribed
to, in order to guarantee that users will employ such budget rationally and prevent
malicious users from grabbing most of the resources by marking all their capsules
with a high budget. This can be compared to the IETF diffserv policies. However,
in diffserv only a few predefined classes of service are available, while with such
artificial economies, a whole range of classes could appear (and eventually die
out), defined by their particular utility characteristics.
4. Congestion Control for a Concast Audio Mixer
We illustrate the use of the trading model through a congestion control scheme
for a many!to!one (concast) service. The concast example shows capsules that
trade bandwidth for memory when there is congestion.
The term "concast" has been defined in [CAL 00] as a many!to!one service, in
opposition to multicast (one!to!many). Figure 3 illustrates this concept. While
multicast copies information from one source to many destinations, concast merges
information from several sources to one destination. A concast service can be used,
for instance, to aggregate feedback in a reliable multicast service, to transmit
reception statistics in a multimedia session, to merge information coming from
several sources in an auction or tele!voting application, or to combine several
real!time streams into one, e.g. to perform audio mixing from several audio
sources.
The concast service is faced with the feedback implosion problem, that is,
multiple simultaneous sources might congest the path to the single destination, if
no congestion control is performed. This problem is aggravated by the fact that
many concast flows are used as signalling to support a more robust protocol such
as the aggregation of NACK feedback messages for a reliable multicast protocol.
Flow control for such signalling messages is often neglected or oversimplified,
since the signalling traffic is assumed to be kept small enough when compared to
the data traffic. This might lead to poor performance when there is congestion in
such a signalling path. We argue that for future sophisticated active services
congestion control will be equally important on the signalling and data paths, since
the distinction between both tends to become naturally blurred as we approach new
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network service composition frameworks which are not simply stack!based as the
classical OSI model.
For the purpose of this study, we focus on the case of an audio mixing
application. However, the same ideas are applicable to any application making use
of the concast service, differing only in the way that packets are combined (merge
semantics).
Figure 3. Multicast (a) versus Concast (b) service abstractions
In our audio mixing application, several sources generate audio streams in a
session. The streams are collected at a single node, which can either record them,
play them back or redistribute them to a multicast group. If the receiving node
collects all the data and mixes it locally, it might end up with the implosion
problem. It is possible to perform mixing operations at every active node, so that
the receiver gets a single stream already mixed. However this might  cost too much
processing and/or memory space in the active routers, so it might become too
expensive. Also note that mixing streams delays them, since it is necessary to wait
until a minimum number of packets arrive in order to sum up their audio payloads.
The mixing operation is a physical sum of audio samples. Therefore the
resulting audio payload has the same number of bytes as each of the original
payloads. We assume that there is a maximum amount of signals that can be
added up without saturation. Another assumption is that a constant bit rate codec is
used, with no silence suppression, such that the signals are generated at a constant
rate from the beginning to the end of the session. This initial rate will be altered
along the path, as capsules are mixed according to the network conditions.
Note that the mixing operation requires a list of addresses, in order to identify
the list of sources already mixed. One might argue that such a list might also
occupy bandwidth, since the packet size has to increase in order to accommodate
it. But if an estimation of the group size is available, a fixed!size bitstream can be














 copy  merge
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setting or resetting a bit in the bitstream. The intersection and union operations can
also be implemented as AND and OR binary operations respectively.
We propose to trade bandwidth for processing and memory space to achieve a
compromise solution which uses resources efficiently and therefore is able to
control congestion. The idea is that when there is congestion at an outgoing
interface, the consequently high bandwidth prices will push the users to save
bandwidth by performing mixing of data. When the congestion clears up, the users
can again benefit from the available bandwidth to avoid the extra delays imposed
by the mixing operation.
When a capsule arrives at a node, the first thing it does is to check whether
another payload coming from the same source is already buffered. In this case, the
arriving capsule cannot mix its payload to the buffered one, which carries earlier
samples. Note that this check is in fact an intersection operation to check whether
one of the sources mixed in the current capsule is already buffered. If that is the
case, the arriving capsule immediately dispatches the buffered payload by creating
a new data capsule and injecting it into the local execution environment. This
procedure also prevents misordering of packets. As a consequence, at most one
packet payload per session is buffered in an active node. We assume that all
payloads have the same size.
After that, the capsule can take a decision to either proceed, buffer its payload
(for mixing), or discard itself. This decision depends on the budget it carries, and
on the prices of the memory and link resources it needs. A number of alternative
decision strategies can be envisaged:
Null strategy: Corresponds to the trivial case when no congestion control is
performed. In this case the capsule always goes intact to the outgoing interface.
First strategy: If there are other audio payloads from the same group waiting
in the memory buffer, it adds its own payload to the buffered one and adds its list
of sources to the list of sources already buffered (union operation). Then it
terminates execution. If no other audio payloads from the same group are buffered
yet, it decides for the cheapest resource: if the price of memory (to buffer the
payload for future mixing) is currently lower than the transmission price for the
capsule, then it decides to buffer itself; otherwise it decides to move on to the next
hop.
Second strategy: The arriving capsule mixes its own data with the buffered
one (if existent), then it chooses the cheapest resource, either memory or
bandwidth.
The difference between the first strategy and the second strategy is that the first
strategy always decides for storage when another payload from the same session is
already buffered, while the second strategy always chooses the cheapest resource,
independent on the fact that another payload is already buffered or not.
Although the first and second strategies are very naive, they already give quite
reasonable results as we will see below. However, their behaviour is sub!optimal
and they do not take into account the different preferences for resources.
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Third strategy: It first mixes its own data with the buffered one (if existent),
as in the second strategy. It obtains a new payload that combines samples from n
sources (n is known from the list of source addresses). It also knows N, the
maximum number of sources that can be mixed together without saturation. Then
it calculates the amounts of link and memory resources according to equations [1]
(for link) and [2] (for memory), where the a parameter is also carried in the
capsule, and expresses its preferences for link resources with respect to memory. It
then tries to keep the resources in the proportions obtained, as follows:
If N#nn >
x
y then store, else move on.
Where x is the demand for link resources according to equation [1], and y is the






the decision is independent on the capsule’s budget I. The a parameter will
play a role in the proportion of link resources used with respect to memory
resources. The higher a, the higher the amount of link resources used, and
therefore less capsules will be mixed together, for given memory and link prices.
Note that in all cases, capsules that run out of budget are automatically
discarded by the resource managers, thus there is no need to explicitly indicate this
operation.
5. Simulations
The audio mixing AA has been simulated with the help of an AN module that
we developed for the NS simulator [NS 00]. This module implements a simplified
AN architecture consisting of a NodeOS, an EE, and some resource managers. The
simulated EE executes capsules written in TCL language.
The topology for the simulations is shown in Figure 4. It consists of n sessions
of m sources and one receiver each. The sessions traverse a bottleneck (link L), so
that the capsules in active node N must decide to mix or to proceed intact to the
receiver node, according to the prices of link or memory resources available from
the resource managers.
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Figure 4. Topology used in the simulations
The price function used is based on the one in [TSC 97]:
price = 1000⋅ 1.011.01# load # 1000
This function is a practical implementation of a convex increasing function that
would go to infinite as the load approaches 100\%. It forces the price to rise
sharply as we approach high loads, which discourages applications from using a
resource when its load is too high. This gives the applications a clear indication of
the "dangerous zone" to avoid, while at the same time encouraging a relatively
high utilisation.
In the case of the memory manager, the load is given by the ratio between the
average number of memory units occupied, and the total number of memory units
available to user capsules (which is of course assumed to be much smaller than the
actual amount of memory available). The average is calculated using an
exponential weighted moving average (EWMA [FLO 93]).
For the link manager, the load is given by the average queue occupancy ratio at
the outgoing link interface. This average ratio is obtaining by calculating the
average queue length as an EWMA, and then dividing by the maximum queue
size. The resulting congestion indication is a bit similar to RED, except that here
the binary feedback is replaced by an explicit price indication to the arriving
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price function, if it does not cause queues to build up. This is therefore a very
simplified version of a link manager, but it already serves the purpose of
controlling congestion.
We first run an example where 2 sessions are active. There are 5 sources per
session, each sending an audio stream of 100kbps to a single receiver, resulting in
a total of 1Mbps of traffic arriving at N. The capacity of link L is set to 500kbps.
Figure 5. Evolution of rates in time for 2 sessions, as perceived by their respective
receivers.  Left: first session (receiver r1).  Right: second session (receiver r2). Top:
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Figure 5 (top) shows what happens in the trivial case when no congestion
control is used. In this case, link overflow occurs at L, and half of the packets are
dropped. The remaining packets receive an unequal share of the bottleneck link as
we can see in the figure.
Figure 5 (middle) shows what happens when the first strategy is used. First we
can notice that the two sessions (left and right) get approximately the same share
of the bottleneck. Additionally, no packet losses were observed during the
simulation. However, the link is underutilised. This can be explained by the fact
that this strategy always favours memory when there is already an item in memory.
The second strategy is a bit more clever (Figure 5, bottom). It always chooses
the cheapest resource, either memory or bandwidth. Therefore it is able to grab any
bandwidth when it becomes available. Here again, no packet losses occur.
However, with this strategy it is not possible to specify different weights for each
resource.
Figure 6. Evolution of rates in time for 2 sessions using the third strategy. Top: a1
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Now let us look at the third strategy, which allows us to specify utility weights
through the a parameter. Figure 6 (top) shows its behaviour when the weights of
the two sessions are the same. We see that this strategy is able to share the
bandwidth efficiently. It also leads to more stable rates when compared to the
previous strategies. The same happens when the weights are different (bottom side
of Figure 6), but in this case each session receives link resources in proportion to
its respective weight, expressed by the a parameter value.
Until this point only the rates have been shown, since our main goal is to
achieve congestion control. Table 1 shows average memory and link parameters
taken over the complete duration of the simulations shown in figures 5 and 6. The
null strategy (Str.0, no congestion control) occupies most of the link resources and
causes the link price to rise, since the link queue is most of the time full. Strategy 1
reduces link utilisation by using memory for mixing, however it does that in an
inefficient way when compared to strategy 2, which is able to use more bandwidth
while decreasing both link buffer occupancy and memory utilisation. The result is
a decrease in link and memory prices.
Strategy 3, when a1=a2 (Str.3a in Table 1), improves further by keeping the
average link queue occupancy at a very low level, in spite of a high bandwidth
utilisation. This can be explained by the fact that this strategy tries to find an
optimum balance between the usage of memory (which delays packets) and the
usage of link resources. It therefore waits for the good moment to send a packet
over the link, the moment when link prices are favourable (which in our case
corresponds to low queue occupancy).
Column Str.3b in Table 1 shows the average resource parameters when a1!a2,
corresponding to the situation illustrated at the bottom side of Figure 6. There are
no significant changes in the parameters at node N, with respect to Str.3a, but the
prices are higher, which is an unexpected result, as we would expect the two
sessions to concentrate each one on its respective preferred resource, making the
load equally distributed. We are still investigating the reason for this discrepancy.
Parameter (average) Str.0 Str.1 Str.2 Str.3a Str.3b
memory utilisation (%) 0 7.18 5.14 4.98 5.33
bandwidth utilisation (%) 99.91 84.54 98.18 98.93 96.37
link queue occupancy (%) 93.58 5.83 4.97 1.61 2.98
memory price ($) 0 37.71 26.57 25.62 27.37
link price ($) 2914.6 32.35 27.71 10.17 17.22
Table 1. Memory and link usage parameters for different strategies
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In order to have a better insight on the mixing procedure, we now look at the
number of audio sources carried by each capsule that arrives at its destination.
Table 2 shows the percentage of packets that arrived at both receivers, over the
total number of packets sent, which is the mix of a given number of sources. The
first row ("0 (lost)") represents lost packets. The second row (one source)
represents the percentage of packets that arrive intact from the source. The third
row (two sources) represents packets that mix samples from two different sources,
and so on for the rest of the rows. The columns represent the strategies used. For
the null strategy, roughly half of the packets are lost, and the remaining packets
arrive intact (no mixing). Strategy 1 is an all!or!nothing strategy: two thirds of the
arriving packets contain data from only one source, while one third contains data
from all the sources for a given session. The second strategy distributes the mixing
effort more evenly.
# sources Str.0 Str.1 Str.2 Str.3a Str.3b(r1) Str.3b(r2)
0 (lost) 49.61 0 0 0 0 0
1 50.39 66.22 39.87 1.54 0.05 60.86
2 0 0.02 33.53 96.16 0.48 39.14
3 0 0 15.80 2.30 1.93 0
4 0 0.43 6.26 0 97.54 0
5 0 33.34 4.53 0 0 0
Table 2. Average percentage of packets carrying the sum of samples from a given
number of sources
As for the third strategy, column Str.3a of Table 2 shows the results when
a1=a2, corresponding to the simulation result shown at the top side of Figure 6.
Columns Str.3b(r1) and Str.3b(r2) show the results for receivers r1 and r2
respectively, when a1!a2 (Figure 6, bottom). We can see that when a1=a2, most of
the packets arrive at the receivers containing samples from two sources mixed
together, while for a1 =0.25 (r1), most of the packets contain samples from four
sources, and for a2=0.75 (r2), more than one third of the arriving packets contain a
mix of only two sources, and the rest only one source (no mixing). This shows that
strategy 3 tries to stabilise at a target mixing level, which is characterised by the a
parameter. The lowest the a parameter value is for a given session, the highest the
mixing level which is achieved.
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Figure 7. Average link and memory prices when varying the number of sessions in
parallel
Finally, we vary the number of sessions in parallel using the third strategy, in
three separate runs: during the first run all sessions have a=0.25, during the
second, a=0.5, and the third, a=0.75. The total average prices for memory and link
buffer occupancy are depicted in Figure 7. We can see that the a parameter has a
clear influence on the link prices, that increase with a for a given number of
sessions, as expected. However it has little influence on the memory prices. This
can probably be explained by the fact that, although the application avoids using
the memory during a too long period due to delay constraints, at any time each
session has at most one packet stored in memory. In the simulations shown,
memory does not become a bottleneck, therefore the small impact on prices.
6. Conclusions and future work
We have presented a survey of current research on agent and active network
techniques applied to adaptive applications, with special attention to optimisation
and market!based approaches. We have also described a model for trading
resources inside an active network node, which draws many elements from agent
technology. We have applied the model to a concast audio mixing application
which trades off link resources against memory in the presence of bottleneck links.
The concast application is able to take congestion control decisions locally at each
active node, such that no closed loop feedback between source and destination is
needed. Using simulations, we studied three different strategies to make a decision
on the amount of resources to use: two naive strategies based on the cheapest
price, and a strategy that makes use of utility function weights. The results indicate
that the first two strategies are already able to make improvements over the case
when no congestion control is used, but they use resources inefficiently. The third
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We have several research directions to pursue: the most immediate one is to
perform more complex simulations involving multiple node and link types,
resource manager types, active and non!active nodes, different user strategies, etc.
An implementation over a real active networking platform is also envisaged for the
near future. We also plan to investigate the issues of dynamic resource manager
upgrade with the help of mobile agents. The precise communication abstractions
among the various kinds of agents need further attention too.
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